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 The film stars Nandamuri Kalyan Ram, Aishwarya Dutt, Abhishek Bharate, Ramya, and Shailaja, with music composed by
Anup Rubens. The film was released on 25 October 2016. Plot An arrogant MP named Kishore (Abhishek Bharate) is madly in
love with Nandini (Aishwarya Dutt) and he keeps offering her for contesting a parliamentary seat. The scandalized Nandini and
her family decide to leave the city. On the other hand, Sub-Inspector Maarathna (Nandamuri Kalyan Ram) gets transferred to a
new city as a constable. He is afraid to confront Kishore and his goons for some unknown reasons. On the other hand, Santhana

(Ramya) helps him in taking control over Kishore and his goons. Cast Production Pre-production The film's title is officially
announced on 21 April 2016. Vedhaaswa Creations has announced that they will make both the lead pair of this movie,

Nandamuri Kalyan Ram and Aishwarya Dutt to be in the first collaboration film together and he expressed his confidence on
the film with the director Karthik Subramaniam. The second male lead of the film Nandamuri Kiran Rathnam was cast in the

film by April 2015. Filming The principal photography for the film began on 9 May 2016 and it was shot in various cities, like,
Hyderabad, Mumbai and Coimbatore in India. Release The film released on 25 October 2016. Reception Critical reception
Bharath Bhushan of The Hindu wrote "With a far more relevant storyline and characterisation, Dictator could have easily

emerged as a winner, but a fault too many in a cliched screenplay and a major flaw in execution has made it a jaded, by-the-
numbers affair". Another reviewer noted "the role of the villain is not as good as the hero, the screenplay also does not offer any

exciting moments, it has one track mind, this might not help the matter, but it does not make the movie an enjoyable watch".
Box office The film had a great opening, making from the domestic gross. References External links Category 82157476af
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